
Yardies Food 1.0 App launch - The Recipes Engine 

For Immediate Release 

Yardies Food announces the launch of the recipe app “Yardies Food 1.0 - A Recipes Engine and 
multiple Ordering machine” on both iOS and Android devices. Members can now register on 
Yardies Food from the Apple and Google test link provided on their website to organize, save, 
and print unlimited recipes, without being overwhelmed by the volume to handle and access 
quickly. 

Yardies Food recipe App creates a social platform that allows users to easily trade, modify or gift 
their or other user’s recipes in different languages from ONE account. At the same time, making 
family mealtime less stressful and finding favorite recipes quickly for meal planning. 

“I am thrilled to offer our solution for recipe developers to manage their copyright and get a fair 
compensation for their time, work, skills, and beautiful contents. We are glad to have already 
attracted plenty of influencers in the food business willing to give it a go and maybe become one 
of our ambassadors.” – Yardies Food’ s owner, Sylvaine Francis. 

“Just imagine a Chef like Gordon Ramsay taking the time to modify your recipe and adding it in 
his profile as worthy of his own modifications! What a boost for any Foodie or Cook…” – she 
continues.  

Yardies Food is the modern solution to organizing recipes online, providing a digital recipe book 
and easily create a ready-to-print cookbook resource to be shared with friends, families or even 
submission for an e-book (provided that all watermarked have been removed and copyrights 
respected). People who enjoy home cooking, cooking clubs and community groups or just the joy 
of sharing meals around the table are already on board, and it is for Sylvaine Francis the uplifting 
part, at this early stage of her App launch. 

Yardies Food wants to be known for providing a social place for members worldwide to keep all 
their favorite recipes in one place and have fun sharing with family and friends while also passing 
those along to the next generation, their recipes on this platform are an asset.  

Yardies Food is providing the following: 

Online multiple Orders – Takeaway is a tool that allows users to easily find every meal available 
for delivery or collection in their area. A more efficient way to discover new dishes and choose 
what to order! User can even place an order from different restaurants or takeaway and only pay 
ONE delivery charge for this unique order.  

Recipes & Cookbooks tools - The recipes App allows users to easily organize in detailed list and 
cookbooks or sell, buy, gift, translate their recipes in different languages from one account. All 
recipes are copyrighted with watermarks. 



Meals & Menus tools – The recipes App also allows Chefs to share their meals for collection or 
delivery and update their audience with their menus.  

To find out more about Yardies Food, see: 

- About: About - Yardies Food 
- Press: Press - Yardies Food 
- Tutorials: Tutorials Archives - Yardies Food 
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